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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR SWE LED LIGHTING SYSTEM 

1. JOINING THE SWE PROFLES

1. Carefully take out the SWE profiles form the box and place them on a stable surface.

2. Prepare the mounting slings for the installation (min. 2 slings per fixture).

3. Unscrew and remove the SWE covering shield from the side where the profiles will be joined together [pic. 1]

4. Remove the top cover [pic. 2]

5. Place both SWE profiles so the   A    profile will be aligned to the   B    (   A    opposite   B   ) [pic. 3]

6. Place the mounting hooks in SWE profile guides [pic. 4]

7. Hang the fixture at designated places by means of wires, lines or chains

8. Connect both of the connectors together (   A   profile connector to   B   profile socket) [pic. 5, pic. 6]
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WARNING ! 

 Connection of lighting fixtures to the electrical installation must be carried out by qualified personnel 

eligible and authorized for such operations.

 Before the installation, turn off the main power circuit

 Attempts of disassembling or altering fixtures’ internal components are not allowed

 Fully operational electrical installation is necessary for the installation of lighting fixtures

9. Join   A   and   B    profiles together [pic. 7] 

10. Place the buckle ring (   A    profile) on the pin (    B    profile) [pic. 8]

11. Tighten the clamp by pressing it down; both profiles should be joined now and connected with each other [pic. 9]

12. Set the light line horizontally [pic. 10]

13. Check all the connections and power connectors

14. Connect the light line to the electrical installation by means of power connector of already installed SWE profile [pic. 11] [pic. 12]. 

WARNING ! - Prior to starting assembly you must turn of the main power. Leave the main power turned off after the installation of SWE 

profile. 
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2. ASSEMBLING SWD LUMINARIES ON SWE PROFILES

1. Carefully take out the SWD luminaries form the box and place them on a stable surface.

2. Locate the socket and the safety hook on the SWE profile; they will be used to connect SWD luminaries with SWE profiles [pic. 1] 

3. Fasten the SWD safety wire to the SWE safety hook [pic. 2]

4. Place the SWD luminary on the already installed SWE profile so that the electrical connector could line up with SWE socket [pic. 3] 

5. Join SWD fixture with SWE profile by connecting the socket and the connector. Press them slightly together [pic. 4]

6. Mount the covering shield by pressing it gently until it clicks into a place [pic. 5]
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